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Primary Authority Advice

Advice requested:
Is it possible to offer any guidance on time limits for how long a property may be
described as ‘new’ or ‘new instructions’?
Is there any guidance as to what ‘new instructions’ means, and would it include
‘revised instructions’?

References considered:
Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008
Previous advice given by LACORS (as it then was) originally drafted in 1993 under
the Property Misdescriptions Act, reviewed in 2009 following the introduction of the
above Regulations.
National Trading Standards Guidance on Property Sales – Compliance with the
Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 and Business Protection
from Misleading Marketing Regulations 2008. [September 2015] (“NTS Guidance”)

Assured Advice Issued:
‘New instructions’ should be interpreted as meaning new instructions to that estate
agent. If existing instructions are amended, they are not ‘new’; they are ‘amended’ or
‘revised’ instructions.
The terms ‘new’ and ‘new on the market’ would appear to be synonymous, and
should only be used when the property concerned is in fact new to the market, and
not when it is just new to that estate agent or subject to a new or revised instruction.
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Any guidance on the length of time for which the description ‘new instruction’ is
appropriate can only be very general. Material considerations such as the advertising
medium, the buoyancy (or otherwise) of the market and the method of sale and
perhaps even the nature of the ‘average consumer’ at whom the marketing in
question is targeted will vary greatly and only the courts will be able to decide based
on all the individual circumstances.
Use of the terms ‘new instructions’, ‘new on the market’, ‘new price’ etc, for a period
not exceeding one calendar month is unlikely, in the general course of events, to
be considered misleading.
Additionally if a property were removed from the market and then placed back onto
the market, we would expect the property to be off the market completely for a
minimum of six months, before the phrase ‘new on the market’ could be used.

Date effective from:
10 03 2016

Reference and renewal:
The reference for this advice is: WTS/NFOPP/TPOS/2
This advice shall be reviewed in 12 months from the effective date.
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